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November is Speciality Services!
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WORKFORCE DEVELOPMENT

Designing Career Opportunities
Submitted by Christina Owen

Everybody has the right to work. However,
finding that perfect career isn’t simple for
everyone. Employment Support Specialists
are helping persons supported find
meaningful employment opportunities every
day. Have you ever wondered what an Employment
Support Specialist does? Employment Support
Specialists (ESSs) use a variety of tools to help find a
perfect career for an individual.
These are some of the stages an ESS takes to create
a successful employment for an individual:
Awareness: In the first stage, the ESS becomes aware
of two things. First, the individual served, and second,
the job market. In order to effectively place a person
served, the ESS must get to know the person in order
to discover their strengths, skills, preferences, and
interests. This process could possibly take months.
While an ESS is learning about the person, they are
also learning the job market to find potential matches
for this individual. The ESS meets local businesses
and finds what jobs are potentially open to seekers.
Exploration: Exploration begins with connecting
job seekers to the potential jobs. We do this through
various tools such as job shadowing, situational
assessments, informational interviews, and more.
The purpose here is to get the job seeker in front
of employers that match the seeker’s interests as
discovered in the awareness phase.
Preparation: The final stage of the employment
journey is preparation. It entails getting the job seeker
ready for their new job. Some tools available at this
stage are job trials, job coaching, job development,
and follow ups.

make sure everything is going smoothly for both the
employee and employer.
Finding that perfect career opportunity is a right
that everybody deserves. Our team is committed
to increasing the capacity and sustainability of
employment services to individuals that need the
service. It is an honor to walk the employment
journey with each person and their team. What is
YOUR employment goal? We would love to walk
through it with you!

Elevate Rapid City
Submitted by Heather Jansen
Mitch Nachtigall and
Loni Reichert of Elevate
Rapid City met with Black
Hills Works staff and
Joshua Boll to learn about
customized employment.
As we discussed what
Joshua’s themes were
and what kinds of tasks
and culture we were
looking for, Mitch and
Lori were excited to be a
part of this employment journey with Joshua.
After explaining what the task was, Joshua perked up
as I had never seen before. Tori, his DSP, looked at me
and both of us were in awe of the situation. It evoked
so much emotion from both of us. Joshua expressed,
"More please, thank you," until all of the mail was
delivered. We talked about the experience and we
learned that Joshua's excitement and love for the
work task evoked
much emotion in
the Elevate staff
as well. What joy
working can bring!
It is contagious!
Let's spread the
word!

The natural conclusion of the journey ends with
follow up, which is a fade out technique where the
ESS sees the job seeker with less and less frequency.
Then, monthly check-ins are done to continually
[2]

WORKFORCE DEVELOPMENT

2021 Excellence in Service Award
Congratulations to Barbara Green for being the overall 2021 Excellence in Service award winner.
Barbara has committed herself to growing as a Direct Support Professional with Black Hills Works.
She is an irreplaceable part of our team!
Congratulations to Misty Droppers, Tameka Sneath, Lanaya Young, Tammy Still, Brenda Tocci,
Harlee Alvarez, Paula Bradish, Jameson McClain, Mykayla Calhoun, Victoria Rogers, Brittany Falk,
and Trena Garlick who have been selected for excellence for their contributions to serving people
with disabilities.

What Advocacy Means to Me
Submitted by Christina Liggett

We all get so busy with our schedules and the day to day
bustle of things, I thought I would take a minute to remind
everyone why we do just what we do. You see, I'm an
advocate. When I first found out that I was going to be
an advocate, honestly, I was shocked and worried about the added
responsibilities. I thought it would add more to my work load and I
would get behind. Well, I was wrong. Very wrong. Yes, being an
advocate takes a lot of time and effort but it enhances my life in so many ways that I never even dreamed
possible. Being an advocate allows me to experience the world through the eyes of the person I support,
Stephanie Wagner. Stephanie has a smile that will light up the room and she loves to laugh! My life is better
because of Stephanie and all of the people supported in it. I'm a busy mom of four and Stephanie has
reminded me I need to take the time to stop and enjoy the moment, to really be present in the now. That is so
important to do. We get caught up in the past and in the future, overthinking what we still need to get done
instead of living in the moment and really enjoying it. Being an advocate for me means being able to better
myself and remembering that we are never too busy to be kind. I really want to thank Gina Spears for giving
me this gift of advocacy and to thank Stephanie for being her wonderful self. Stop and take a moment to
laugh and enjoy life - you won't regret it!

Home Sweet Home

HOME LIFE

Submitted by Robin DeBoer
Along with so many others, Heather lost her job last
year due to the COVID pandemic. A few months
ago, she also lost her best friend of 21 years,
Julianna her cat. Last month our very own Lesli
Pond, assistant to Diane and the CSS department,
asked if Heather would like a kitten. Lesli’s son's cat
in MN just had a litter of adorable kittens.
We checked with Heather’s mom to see if she
thought this was a good time to get a new friend for
Heather. She thought it would be terrific! Lesli drove
to Sioux Falls to meet her son and grandkids to pick
up the kitten for Heather. Heather has named her
new kitten Reba and they are looking forward to
many years of love and friendship.
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Positive Attitude
Equals Positive
Gratitude
Submitted by Gina
Spears
In the words of Robert
Barrat, "Gratitude
and attitude are not
challenges: they are
choices."

I have seen the Indiana
team make these choices
over the past 18 months. I
am so proud to be a part
of this team and have
the privilege to get to see their
growth. I continue to be amazed
by the heart, dedication and hard
work I see day after day from the
Direct Support Professionals I get
to be with at the Indiana Home.
Over this past summer I have
seen so many of them step up
and come in on their days off or
come in early to make sure an
activity or planned event gets to
happen. The staff at Indiana are
constantly stepping up and going
above and beyond for the people
we support.
The ones who advocate for a
specific person supported work
with me to ensure their birthdays
are person centered, fantastic,
and fun. They build strong
relationships not only with the
person supported, but the family
as well. The advocates come to
the yearly IP meetings and ensure
goals are being met. They are part
of appointments, shopping, day to
day talking, and helping the team
get to know the person supported
in a different way.
This summer the people we support
were able to go to Bear Country,
the drive-in theater, the circus, and
the fair. We also created many
book nights where books on tape

were played. Debbie got to host a
few chocolate parties. Staff made
baskets to send to the homes in the
pod.
Thank you, Renee, for supporting
two people at Special Olympics
and for the additional support you
will do with bowling this year! Your
dedication does not go unnoticed.
Renee and Hunter worked nearly
around the clock for a weekend
to make sure people supported
within the agency could enjoy
Flutter 360 camp.
Renee,
Miranda,
Kelvana,
Mikayla, Hailey, and Chrissy, all of
you took turns with incredibly long
nights well after midnight to
support each other as well as the
people at Indiana and within the
pod to make sure everyone could
enjoy the fair and so many other
fun events and activities. I am
grateful to all of you.
Thank you, Daniell and Madison.
You both also took people from
Minnesota and helped create a
fun evening. You both asked to do
this even though it was your time
off and time when you could have
been with friends or family.
The second Shark Week also took
place because Mikayla made sure
the games were all put together
and the special food was bought.
She put her heart into every bit of it
and made sure everyone enjoyed
themselves during the week.
Sheri, who recently started at
Indiana, offered to stay and work
part of an evening shift to not
only learn how things are done
on a different shift, but because
we were short that night and she
wanted to make sure we had the
extra hand. Kelvana and I both
were so grateful that night and
truly appreciate all her help.
I have so many examples of the
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staff’s dedication and heart. I
am beyond grateful to this team
and look forward to the next
year and the few activities left
to finish out this year! We are
starting to plan the Halloween
party, Thanksgiving gratitude box,
and the most delicious Christmas
dinner possible. Not to mention
all the handmade decorations for
each holiday to go all over the
house!
None of this would be possible
without the dedication of the DSPs.
I can come up with all the ideas
in the world, but it would not be
possible without them coming in
early, on their days off, or simply
showing up to the house and
being there to help make the fun
happen!
Indiana is excited to welcome Todd
as the new RSS as well as the new
DSPs Brittany, Ashlea, and Lisa,
all who helped make the circus a
fun experience. Thank you!
It's humbling to be a small part
in helping to make sure these
meaningful moments happen.
Black Hills Works is a very unique
and special place to be a part of.

ARTS EXPRESSION

Flutter Productions Classes are Back
For the first time in 17 months, Flutter
Productions hosted play writing, design,
dance, and acting classes in person. This
year they are focusing on how the human
body intersects with nature in preparation
for their 2022 summer show. If you have a
person supported who is interested in joining
the Flutter Productions classes, you can sign
them up through the Learning Center.

UKULELE SESSIONS
OCTOBER 11-22
Morning session: 9:30-11:30
Evening session: 12:30-2:30
Ukulele Workshop
Flutter Productions ukulele workshop starts
soon! Learn song writing and how to play
the ukulele with Flutter’s special Artist in
Residence, Jami Lynn. Those who participate
will have to commit to coming for two full
weeks as this will be a progressive workshop
– each day building upon the previous day
in order to develop skills and complete
projects.
If you have questions, please email Heather Pickering at hpickering@bhws.com.
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Achieving Goals
Congratulations to Darcy Peterson!
Darcy (pictured right) has been appointed to
the South Dakota Advisory Panel for Children
with Disabilities. What amazing things you are
accomplishing, Darcy! You inspire us every day!

Bethann Volunteers
Bethann (pictured below) has been volunteering
at the Humane Society since this February. She
loves walking the dogs and visiting the cats and
kittens. One of her goals was to volunteer in
the community. Staff asked her if she would be
interested in volunteering at the Humane Society
because she loves animals and she said yes. Way
to go, Bethann!

Plant Street - Did you know?
Submitted by Amy Speidel
Each month Plant Street is sending a picture of
a fun fact, jokes, or trivia. For October, Tyler
Brink picked out a fact from the Guinness World
Records book.
[6]
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Fair Fun
Submitted by Hailey Rick
Everyone knows that the Central State Fair is
a wonderful time for our people supported.
Indiana home took a few of our people
supported to the rodeo where they interacted
with community members, staff, and each other.
The people we support enjoyed the fair
so much! They got to be out in the fresh
air, watch the rodeo, and play games
throughout the entire week.

Troy Biesman was all smiles over being
able to watch rodeo and eating mini corn
dogs. Daniel Whitley enjoyed going to
the fair because he got to be out in the
community and, of course, get a few
diet Pepsis. Kathleen Hoffman enjoyed walking
around and playing as many games as she could
while winning prizes numerous times throughout the week. Stephanie Wagner enjoyed getting to interact
with staff members and, of course, a baby from a wonderful couple sitting in front of us. The baby waved and
smiled at Stephanie throughout the entire rodeo. Her favorite part of the night was getting a hug from the little
girl! Stephanie also won many prizes at the fair while playing games with housemates. The fair is always a
fun time for people supported and staff. Sometimes, the smallest activity makes for the best memories. Fair
2021 was a great time and our people supported are eager for next year!

Storm Forecast
Submitted by Amy Pipke

Congratulations Bocce and
Softball Athletes!
Congratulations to the 56 bocce athletes that
competed in the West River State Bocce Tournament
on September 17. Rapid City Storm came out strong with 100% participation! It was a fun filled day with
lots and lots of medals going home with Storm athletes!
Congratulations to the three Rapid City Storm softball teams that competed in the West River State Softball
Tournament on September 18. All three teams brought home gold medals! Way to go, Storm!

I would like to recognize and thank our Unified Partners and coaches for
your time, dedication and participation in bocce and softball!
Bocce Unified Partners:
Softball Unified Partners:
Joey Lawrence, Steve Wright, Jim Neff, Karla
O’Connell, Wilber Holz, Cassidy Jones, Raylee
Jones, Eric Dudley, Angela Taylor, Mathew Lawrence,
Sarah Blaser, Robin DeBoer, Bull Smith, Jackie Smith,
Kevin Bybee, John Tanner, Patricia Tanner, Tanya
Fritz, Hannah Francis, Patrick Luisi, Amy Tatge, Tina
Sorenson, Amy Pipke, and Carrie Moser.

Joey Lawrence, Steve Wright, Angie Jung, Tanner
Grey, and Chris Tindall.

Softball Coaches:
Sarah Blaser, Brookley Gjerst, Jim Neff, Bull Smith,
Jackie Smith, Kevin Bybee, and John Tanner.
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Special Olympics Bowling is officially off and running!
This year we have 130 Rapid City Storm Special Olympics athletes bowling! It
is awesome seeing athletes back at the bowling alley! Just a reminder, masks
and COVID-19 vaccinations are required for everyone, including support staff,
family, and friends. Thank you everyone for getting me all the required information
Special Olympics needed for our bowlers; it takes a village and Black Hills Works
has the best village ever!

Mark your calendars:
• Black Hills Area Bowling Tournament on
October 15, 2021 at Meadowood Lanes.
• West River State Bowling Tournament
November 19-20, location is to be determined.
• The November 5th Bowling Tournament in Aberdeen has been canceled.
Watch your emails for more information to come.

Polar Plunge

Save the date!

October 30 Spook 'N' Splash Polar Plunge is right
around the corner! Rapid City Storm is encouraging
all athletes to raise a minimum of $100.00 for
this event. With your $100.00 donation you will
receive a Rapid City Storm T-Shirt, a Polar Plunge
T-shirt, the opportunity to take the plunge and get
a free lunch!

2021 RAPID CITY POLAR PLUNGE

Spook 'n'
splash

Reminder...You don’t have to jump
to raise money!

October 30, 2021

The Polar Plunge is our primary fundraiser for
Special Olympics. Money raised for the Rapid
City Storm goes towards equipment, uniforms,
athlete registration fees, and travel expenses.
These funds are instrumental to keep our program
going at a no-to-low cost to our athletes.

Rapid City Storm is Looking for Basketball Coaches
Do you have a love of basketball or know someone that does?
I am currently looking for six basketball
coaches to join our Rapid City Storm team!
The time commitment is about two hours
a week from December to March, with
two tournaments. The dates for these
tournaments are to be determined.
Email Amy Pipke at apipke@bhws.com
if you are interested!
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OUR FRIENDLY STAFF!
Unique Auto Grooming is located on the
corner of East Chicago and Poplar Avenue.
Open Monday - Friday from
8 a.m. - 5 p.m.
For more information and for rates,
call 605/342-7222
[9]

FOUNDATION FOCUS

Congratulations, Nathan!

Gala Winner Spotlight
Meet Nathaniel Miller!
Nathan was born in Spokane, WA and lived in Okinawa and Germany before calling Box Elder
his home in 2005. Nathan graduated high school in 2012 and began receiving services from
Black Hills Works at that time.
Nathan works at Raider Café on the Ellsworth Airforce Base, and has been there since 2017.
He works in the clipper, pots and pans, and utility cleaning areas. He assists in custodial duties,
including cleaning the floors and restrooms. Over the years, Nathan has grown in his skills and
knowledge of his job, taken on additional responsibilities. He performs at his own pace, doing
more advanced work than his peers. He has not called in sick since he started in 2017! “He
has shown to be the most efficient food services worker I have seen since 2017,” according to
Carl Dixon, Contract Manager at the Raider Café. “He is precise in his work techniques and his
attention to detail is the best!”
Nathan is a friendly individual with an outgoing, quiet personality. In his spare time, Nathan
enjoys watching Netflix, playing on his PlayStation, and being involved in Special Olympics. He
plays basketball, softball, soccer, bocce ball, and track and field. Nathan has even been invited
to participate in the National Special Olympic games in Florida in 2023!
Nathan and his mom, Jo, live in Box Elder with their dog Molly. He helps out around the house and
takes pride in the chores he has at home. He is meticulous about cleaning, does his own laundry,
and takes care of his personal living space. Nathan loves cooking and would like to be a chef
someday.
Rapid City Car Meets

CAR SHOW

Jersey Mike’s Subs
to Open Soon!
Jersey Mike’s Subs
opening in Rapid
City has been pushed
back....But it's still happening!

October 5th - 6:00pm
Learning Institute Parking Lot
3603 Range Rd, Rapid City

Keep an eye out for those FREE SUB CARDS.
For every card redeemed Jersey Mike’s will
donate two dollars back to Black Hills Works!

~ Private Event for Black Hills Works ~

Follow event on the BHW Employee Facebook Page
[ 10 ]

FOUNDATION FOCUS
Tidal Wave Auto Spa Charity Day
Thank you, Tidal Wave Auto Spa, for
choosing Black Hills Works for their 13th Annual
Charity Day event.
We also appreciate everyone that came out to help
hold signs or stopped by for a car wash! It was a
windy but successful charity day!

Thank you Dan Rava (left) and David Brooks (right) for your help!

Thank You Lanaya & Olaf!
Thank you to Lanaya Young and Olaf Solvie
for participating in our employee testimonials
and telling us why you love your job at Black
Hills Works! We appreciate your hard work
and dedication!

GROUND BREAKING!

BLACK GAP

SITKA
[ 11 ]
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Plant Street News

fun to see how close everyone got to their guesses.
Some were pleasing smells, some were stinky!

Plant Street Expands Vision
Resources

Several other games we’ve gotten are braille playing
cards, braille bingo cards, blind-friendly Connect
Four, and Pass the Pig. These are all games which
encourage many different skills, including turntaking, conversations, and problem solving. We’ve
also found that Alexa will roll a variety of different
dice for us if we ask! Alexa also plays all of our
favorite music and will give us important reminders,
as well as gives us jokes and quotes of the day.

Submitted by Amy Speidel
Assistive Technology and staff at Plant Street
are using their creative skills to help Linda
increase her social skills with a variety of
blind-friendly activities. We’d like to share
a few new resources so other people we
support who are blind or have vision
impairments can come and use.

We recently purchased several new book
titles with braille, as well as braille tiles to
review letters and teach staff. Furthermore,
we’ve invested in several
games to enhance and
encourage social skills
We’d like to share a
and recreation. The new
few new resources
game called “Follow
Your Nose” is a guessing
so other people we
game with a couple
support who are
dozen different scents,
blind or have vision
such as chimney, rose,
impairments can
and lemon. It was quite

come and use.

[ 12 ]

TRANSPORTATION

TripMaster Software Pilot Program
Black Hills Works Transportation Department is excited to roll out a pilot program
with TripMaster software this fall. This fleet management software can be compared
to an internal Uber or Lyft program. TripMaster will provide an easy way for
people supported to request rides and will streamline transportation needs.
The first residences chosen for the pilot program are Parkview, Quincy, and John’s.
John Meyer, Transportation Coordinator, and other staff have been receiving
virtual training. TripMaster staff will be onsite this fall to provide additional
training. We can’t wait to see where this program goes!

STAFF NOTIFICATIONS

My25 Mealtime Toolkit
Congratulations to staff, people
supported, and Black Hills Works
for such dynamic progress with
My25! My25 is a mealtime toolkit that helps with menu
planning, grocery shopping and recipe prep with supports
customized for anyone no matter the dietary needs. My25
was able to connect with Black Gap, Edwards A, C, and
D, Fir, Hampton, Helenas, Indiana, ITS, Jake’s Place,
Minnesota, Sitka and Wright.
When My25 started, approximately 38% of people
supported were at a normal BMI. Now, post and ongoing
My25, 65% of people supported are at or moving toward
a normal BMI. Congratulations to the people supported
that are accomplishing their goals!

New LaCrosse Staff
Apartments

YOU ARE
HERE

LaCrosse staff apartments
have moved!
They are still located
at LaCrosse Estates;
however, they are now located at
749 E Anamosa, Apartment 110!
Stop by and see their new place!

Safety Star
Submitted by Kevin Bybee
This month's winner of the Safety Star award
goes to Kari Thompson! Kari was faced with a situation
in which some of her persons supported had some very
strong, negative feelings toward the police and fire
departments. Kari realized if the time came when the
home had to evacuate due to an emergency or a fire,
she would have some real issues evacuating the home.
Over the past couple of months, Kari has invited the police and fire departments to the home to meet the
residents in a non-threatening manner. The police and fire department have been accommodating while
working with Kari during these meetings. Recently, Kari, the staff, and residents of Parkview hosted a BBQ
for the police and fire departments. This resulted in over 60 individuals enjoying the food and allowing
individuals to sit in the fire truck and the police car. As a result of Kari's efforts, the residents of Parkview have
gained some friends and trust which has resulted in Parkview taking steps to become a safer environment!
Thank you for your safety conscious work, Kari!
[ 13 ]

IT UPDATES

New HCL Notes App
NOut
EW HCL
OTES
APPin with the new!
withNthe
old,
OUT WITH THE OLD AND IN WITH THE NEW .

We are updating the ibm notes to a new version – version 12 <insert oooo’s and aaaa’s here>.

WItE is
ARE UPDATING THE IBM NOTES TO A NEW VERSION – VERSION 12 <INSERT OOOO ’S AND AAAA’S HERE >.
now called HCL Notes and is ready to use on your desktop. This document will outline some
ITof
IS NOW CALLED HCL NOTES AND WILL BE READY TO USE ON YOUR DESKTOP SOON. THIS DOCUMENT WILL OUTLINE SOME OF
the differences you can expect to see. Most of the changes you will notice are simple changes
THE
DIFFERENCES
YOU You
CAN EXPECT
SEE. M
OST OFthat
THE CHANGES
YOU WILL NOTICE ARE SIMPLE CHANGES TO HOW IT LOOKS.
to how it looks.
shouldTOalso
notice
it is faster.
YOU SHOULD ALSO NOTICE THAT IT IS FASTER.

OLD VERSION: IBM NOTES

NEW

VERSION: HCL NOTES

DESKTOP
ICON

INITIAL
LOG IN
WINDOW

SOCIAL CALENDAR

1

WHAT DAY IS IT?!?
Do you have any good photos and/or stories of making dinner, game night, trips to
Walmart, having fun at home or in the office, etc.?
Send all social media inspiration to the Foundation’s #WorkplaceStories link.

https://tinyurl.com/BHWPhotos
October 7............................... Frappe Day
October 9................................Scrubs Day
October 15.....................Cheese Curd Day
October 21............ Reptile Awareness Day
October 28.........................Chocolate Day
Or contact

Emma Roach eroach@bhws.com

for photo opportunities and she can bring her camera to you!
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POWER OF B

is Back!
See this month's winners, and
email or fill out the form on the
following page to nominate
a staff member that deserves
recognition next month!

October Winners!!

Tara Delzer

The Indiana team as a whole appreciates Tara for all the understanding, patience, and support she
continues to offer, not only to the people we support, but to the staff as well. This past week Tara came
to Indiana to help staff with a morning medication pass when another staff could not make it in. Tara is
always available to staff. No matter how many times she needs to answer the same question, she smiles
and will help us through. She is always someone we can count on and while she has her "squirrel"
moments, Tara is without question the Power of B everyday. BHW is lucky to have her!

Joey Lawrence
Joey has been instrumental in the success of Special Olympics athletes and the events they participate in.
Joey goes above and beyond expectations to ensure athletes are involved and the event runs smoothly.
During the Special Olympics bocce tournament on September 17; Joey helped set up and tear down
pop-up tents and chairs for athletes to be able to rest in the shade. He helped make sure all 60 athletes
were to their assigned courts and playing on time and passed out lunches. He even let athletes borrow
his jacket and hoodie when they were cold and got them something to drink when they were thirsty. He
recognizes when athletes are upset or down and spends the extra time to encourage them.

Hunter Hegdahl & Renee Kirk
Together they had to quickly learn how to do meds for 11 people at the 360 Degree arts camp. They not
only did their research but were also active in seeking supports to best support behaviors. They handled
a public moment with grace and professionalism. They went above and beyond to make sure that all of
the participants at the 360 Degree arts camp had a great time and were well supported.
[ 15 ]

NOMINATION FORM
NAME of the staff person you’d like to recognize:

TITLE of the person you are recognizing:

DEPARTMENT of area they work in:

Check the example of the “B” the nominee demonstrated:
 For Being Respectful of Others
 For Being Accountable
 For Being Your Best (Their Best)

*You may also email your submission
to akieffer@bhws.com, instead of
handwriting. Just be sure to include all
information listed in this form!

 For Being Supportive
REASON FOR THE NOMINATION: Please provide a detailed explanation with
specific information on what you would like to recognize this person for.

YOUR NAME/TITLE:
YOUR DEPARTMENT/AREA:
Please send this form to Alexi Kieffer at RSC before the 20th of each month.
Your nominee could be selected to receive a prize and be featured in The
Workplace newsletter.
You may nominate as many additional people as you’d like to recognize. There
may be multiple winners selected each month to receive the Power of B prize and
recognition.

